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Huddle Collaborative Booth

DESIGN VIDAK STUDIO

VIDAK, NEW ZEALAND

The versatile Huddle booths were created to meet the demand for collaborative spaces

in open-plan offices. Totally freestanding, they can be placed virtually anywhere within the

workplace and moved when a layout change is required.

Most modular soft seating systems are designed simply for sitting – not for working.

Huddle is as much a workstation as a meeting room. The seats are easy to get in and out of,

and the seat height, depth, lumbar support and foam density have all been carefully

considered to help you work comfortably and ergonomically at the table.

Each booth is made up of soft walls and soft seating. Optional TV walls, tables and bar

leaners can be incorporated, along with whiteboards, power boxes and laptop tables.

Power, data, HDMI and USB can be integrated into the booths to accommodate all

manner of portable electronic devices. Power and data can either be fed from the floor or

from the ceiling via cable umbilical. Fully integrated systems can be configured to include

TV walls that allow you to collaborate on documents or connect with your colleagues

offsite.

Huddle is a modular system so each booth is made up of elements chosen from a wide-

LEADTIME

6–8 Weeks

WARRANTY

3 Year Structural

CERTIFICATION

GreenTag (pending)

AS/NZS 4442:2018

ISO14001

Product Stewardship Programme
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ranging kit of parts. To make it easy, Huddle is offered in a series of standard booth

configurations, each offering its own unique space and set of tools however,

customisations to the size and shape can be accommodated to suit specific spaces.

Because each booth is designed and manufactured in New Zealand, creating custom

solutions is easy. All that’s left to do then is choose a colour and fabric to suit your interior

style.
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DIMENSIONS

Click to download

MATERIALS

Upholstery: Internal frame covered with high resilience (CMHR) fire retardant foam, upholstered in house fabric/leather or COM/COL.

Table Top: 25mm thick, low emission MDF board finished to low or high pressure laminate, veneer. Solid timber also available.

COLLECTION

Huddle Collaborative Booth

MODULAR LOUNGE

VIDAK

Huddle Duo Pod

PRIVACY POD
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